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THE NINTH TO SEVENTH CENTURIES BC

r. The Special

In the beginning was the house. And the house was inhabited: not by a

god, but by people; and not by many people. In central Italy at the turn

of the first millennium nc, the house, or rather the hut that is discern-

ible to us through the spyglass of archaeological research, is small. The

older longhouses, able to accommodate dozens of people, have gone

out of fashion.

what is religion in this house? we adjust our focus, but still we do

not yet see religion. No domestic altar, no statuettes, no sacrifice pit.

Awoman enters our freld of view. she is perhaps in her mid-twenties,

so she does not have so very much longer to live. She will probably die

in childbirth. For us she has no name; of course, she has a name, but

we do not know it. Without writingr history remains nameless: and in

this region it will remain so for another two hundred years. But, as we

speak of the woman, she begins to take on form, feelings, actions, a

will of her owni so, why not also give her a name, one that she could

have borne here in the hills of the west coast of central Italy? Let us

call her Rhea.

).¿-
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We shall not ask Rhea about religior¡ but rather about what she won-

ders at, what goes beyond, transcends her everydaylife, what she feels

is "special." She will probably begin with the loom. Herë clothes for

protection and adornment are created from the wool of sheep' The

skill is passed on from generation to generation, but the patterns that

emerge are always new, varying from village to village, often from

family to family, and they are often the product of individual inven-

tion. This is the high technology of the hut, and it is special.l Rhea

will then probably point to the tableware: a few wooden vessels, but

above all ceramics. These too are high technology, but still home-

made. Ceramics made by specialists will not be available for purchase

in the marketplace until the seventh century nc, a division of labor

that will prove momentous. As with weaving, the technical risk is

considerable. Just as the warp of a garment on the loom may tear, so

the wall of a pot may be too thin, its firing temperature too low, or the

firing time too long. Inclusions in the clay may harm not only the out-

ward aspect of the vessel, but also its solidity, and faults in firing may

detract from its aesthetic effect.

Risks lurk in such vessels, however perfect, and in the route taken

by foodstuffs to reach them. This is probably the third area to which

Rhea will draw our attention. The things that can go wrong! Rooting

quadrupeds and foraging birds can forestall germination; rain and

wind, cold, drought, and heat can harm a whole variety of field croPs,

reducing the yield dramatically, even life-threateningly. The necessity

to set aside a substantial part ofthis yeart crop as seed for next yeart

subsistence allows scant margin for error in the case of grains such as

einkorn. The same applies to manyhorticultural crops. When it comes

to animal husbandry, transhumance (the transfer between winter

and summer pastures) can be difficult and involve losses; and it may

take Rheat man away from the hut for weeks at a time. Life is always

under threat; but it does not do to dwell on that.

When Rhea looks around her again, she may linger on the space

itsel{, the architecture, the hut. This form of dwelling, which provides

room for only a quite small nuclear family and its possessions, is not
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merely a pragmatic alternative to living in a longhouse, a tentlike

structure, or a cave (a much-practiced lifestyle, wherever easilyworked

volcanic rock made that form of dwelling-or rather that negation of

an architectural form-possible). The many depictions ofwhich I will

soon speak suggest that the hut also has strong emotional meaning for

Rhea, representing both the most substantial refuge in her uncertain

life, and at the same time a technological miracle that has made a

stable-although still precarious-whole out of a systematic assem-

blage of fragile components.

whom should Rhea thank for this? Perhaps she would not under-

stand the question. She has seen how the hut was built, how it has

been repeatedly repaired; she knows what tasks she herself and others

must perform outside, is aware of the difficulties involved in weaving,

pottingr and cooking, in transforming the unpalatable and thus unus-

able into the edible and useful. But she could also tell us that there are

neighbors who say that success does not depend merely on one's own

efforts, that there are others who have names but cannot be seen,

whose help, or at least goodwill, is important or even vital. Many of

these neighbors even take the trouble to set aside a Part oftheir crop,

as they do with seed, for those invisible aides and supporters, and

they bring these gifts to special places where, although the "others"

are still not to be seen (so say, at least, most of those who concern

themselves with such matters), they can at least be contacted and ad-

dressed: in the caves or the foul-smelling springs at the fringe of the

settlement. Rheat words do not tell us much about what she thinks of

all this; but we may imagine that, if times were really to become diffi-

cult, she might perhaps bring herself to ask those with more experi-

ence for names, and for the effective action to take.

TheReligion of the&arlY Iron Age:

Meth o d olo gi cal C on si der ati o ns

Rheat story gives us access to an epoch in which the sources are

thinly distributed, scattered, and above all not drawn together in con-

temporary written accounts. My narrative is a fiction, of course. It is
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my interpretation of the archaeological evidence, my attempt to develop

a model for a religion that embodies situation-related action, is op-

tional by nature, and above all-and this is the main thing that makes

it graspable to us-represents a particular form of media-intensive

communication. The story presents us with Rheat "wonderment"; and

certainly religious practices are quite apt to arouse wonderment. Our

first task, however, is to discover those religious practices.

The situation in the the Bronze thetwelfth

and eleventh centuries ¡c in western Mediterranean, differs very

little from the scenario we

Greece: both are

p_riïLl. In the absence ofwriting and of contemporary accounts from

literate Eastern cultures, any reconstruction remains dependent on

archaeological sources. The evidence they provide is, however, rather

limited. We may perceive intensified or more institutionalized reli-

gious activity in practices that differ from normal eatingr in deposits

that differ from normal deposits of waste, and in evidence that sites

were used in ways that are inconsistent with everyday settlement pat-

terns. But what is it about these features that makes them religious?

What can we sensibly claim to be comparable with something that

today, in the guise of religion, constitutes so important and dramatic

an element of our lived experience, whether in the Americas, India, or

Europe? The classic view recognizes verylittle as unquestionably "re-

ligious" beyond deposits that might be interpreted as "sacrifices." And

such deposits, both because of the limits of archaeological technol-

ogy and because so much of what might help us is perishable, are con-

fined to a narrow range of offerings. Animal offerings are difficult to

identify as "religious," unless the contexts in which the bones are

found have already been interpreted as such on the basis of archi-

tectural remains.2 Buried offerings or votive deposits are likewise

scarcely discernible as such if their location has not already been in-

terpreted as a site of ritual. Deposits in caves and springs, alongwater-

courses orbodies ofstandingwater, thus dominate the archaeological

evidence until the Early Iron Age, into the tenth (and on into the

ninth) centurync.3
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What we find in such contexts are the very objects that we met in
Rhea's story. Everyday items, some of them in miniaturized form,
predominate. Only occasionally do we find accumulations of prestige
objects such as weapons. This circumstance confounds attempts (and

there have been many) to identify divine addressees by means of the
specific qualities of objects or places: spindles do not indicate gods of
weaving, any more than ceramics point to potter-gods. It is not that
the evidence is inadequate here, but that the question is falsely posed.

Archaeological discourse has taught us to see objects differently, espe-

ciallyin the context of the history of religion.aWe read them as instru-
ments of ritual, but also as objects that give rise to experience, such as

that of wonderment at encountering an unfamiliar form; or as chal-
lenges to actiory as in the case of a jug that "wants" to be filled with a liq-
uid. People become attached to objects, associate memories and feel-

ings with them; their production and care require effort, processes of
exchange are involvedr perhaps even the requirements of mobility; the
biographies of humans and things become entangled. Under the per-

spective of religion, we can see how modes of activity, power, and per-

sonality are ascribed to objects. If under normal circumstances we per-

ceive oþects as special only by virtue of their extraordinary forms or
materials, that is to say as a reflection of the exceptional financial means

and perhaps cultural contacts of their donor, we must nevertheless as-

sume that individuatior¡s or the subjectification of the individual, always

occurred in specific contexts, in accord with a particular individual's ac-

quired degree of sensibility in dealing with objects.6 In this way, ancient
religion too is capable of being reconstructed as "lived religion."T

z. The Transition from Bronze Age to Iron Age

in the Mediterranean Region

The Space

Italy, Sicily, and Malta, together with Tunisia, form a central chain
across the Mediterranean that was at various times less a dividing
line than a bridge.s That bridge extends far to the north: the arc of
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the Alps was penetrable in multiple ways, canalizing rather than
hindering cultural and economic exchange. This chain by no means

stands alone: the Adriatic is a narrow body of water and did little to
hinder contacts, often enduring ones, in the third and second mil-
lennia nc,e while at the same time Italy's east coast was inhospitable
to coastal navigation and offered few harbors.r0 At the beginning of
the second millennium nc, the main maritime routes out of the
Aegean, both between what is now Greece and Turkey and from
the Levant, the eastern Mediterranean, ran only to a few locations
on ltaly's south coast, through the straits to the Aeolian Islands, to
Sicily, and from there to Sardinia or Malta. From that point on
transport was indirect, with goods being carried via local coastal
navigation. The degree of ease with which regions were accessible

influenced the level of their cultural integration into the wider
Mediterranean region. The large islands of Sicily and Sardiniall pres-

ent a very different picture from the situation on the Italian west
coast, only stretches of which are easily navigable (the Gulf of
Naples and thery further to the nortþ in the central region oflatium
and Tuscany).

Routes and destinations could change if winds and currents per-
mitted. The involvement of Malta and the Aeolian Islands in the flow
of traffic across the Mediterranean had clearþ declined by the latter
part of the Bronze Age at the end of the second millennium nc, while
there was easy access to the northern Adriatic and so also to the Po

estuary.l2 After the Minoans left the scene at the close of that millen-
nium, these routes were taken up by Cypriot, Phoenician, and-
beginning especially in the eighth century-also Greek merchants
and craftsmen, who extended them into southern Spain and the val-
ley of the Guadalquivir (Tartessos),13 and of course to the Tunisian
coast (Carthage!) and its hinterland. By the end of the second millen-
nium and beyond, both the cultural and the material traffic along
these routes appears to have been imbalanced, generally flowing more
intensively in an east-to-west direction than from west to east. The

extent of cultural exchange at individual locations depended greatly
on the degree to which foreign goods were accepted by local groups
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and by the level of initiative shown by these groups, especially by
their elites. With the exception of relations within the realm of
Greater Greece, the degree of connectivity between the Levant and
Greece was without parallel.ra

The routes outlined here are significant in view ofthe rather short
distances involved in the case of ltaly: a situation very like that of
Greece and the coast of Asia Minor. These routes gave rise to a dis-
parate multitude of developments; particularly momentous were
changes that they wrought in the few larger cultural and political
spheres. In the wider Italian sphere, besides Sicily and Sardinia, the
plain of the Po and the Etruscan region of central Italy are notewor-
thy; and, on the Iberian peninsula, the extreme southern sector (later
to be Baetica). Southern France was long involved only indirectly, via
regional contacts along the coastline, but itselfplayed a highly signifi-
cant role in exchanges with the more distant regions of northwestern
Europe. Aphase of extreme regional fragmentation, when there were

no major political formations or corresponding monuments, can be

detected about rzoo nc.rs The megalith cultures, with their massive

stone circles and stone structures, were gone, as were the social
groups associated with them. This can be demonstrated for Malta in
the south, and in the north for the British Isles.16 The persistence of a

megalithic sanctuary (ng. Ð such as Tas-Sil$ on Malta is exceptional.
At the same time, the dedication there of an only slightly older Mes-
opotamian import, a gilded crescent moon with a cuneiform in-
scription, shows that extra-regional influence at particular locations
can easily be underestimated.

Developmentøl Models and Outcomes

Owing to highly varied regional social structures and levels of inter-
action, the transition from the Bronze Age to the Iron Age was also

highly variable, in terms both of chronology and intensity. I intend
to focus especially on two processes-social differentiation and
urbanization-that have left their traces in the archaeological record.
A wide range of factors determined whether a particular settlement
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r. Mnajdra (trtalta), Neolithic temple complex of the late fourth millennium sc.

akg-images / Rainer Hackenberg.

acquired the character of a city. Increases in the population of the

Mediterranean region may have underlain this process, and this de-

mographic expansion may have been favored by the end of a very dry
period at about the turn of the millennium.rT In every period, major

climatic changes have far-reaching consequences; and the highly dis-

parate local consequences of global warming observable today sufñce

to heighten our awareness of the problems involved in taking the sedi-

ment layers of a lake here, or the growth rings of a forest there, as a

basis for statements about other locations in such a physically varied

region as the Mediterranean.
Differences do not, however, arise solely from the interpretation of

climate data. Alongside local evidence, research traditions in particu-

lar fields of study also play a signifrcant role in the reconstruction of
social and cultural developments. In the case of Greece, the forma-

tion of social hierarchies and the foundation of cities are viewed

against the background of Homerk epics and the concept of the auto-

nomous polis, familiar from ancient writings on political theory. In
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Italy, on the other hand, a central role is ascribed to the Roman model

of city-formation and monarchy, involving an aristocracy organized

around great families, and on-going opposition between patricians

(gente) and plebeians (clients, a middle class).18 Such tropes of schol-

arship have had an impact extending to the details of archaeological

interpretation.
By the same token, religious practices, and burial practices in par-

ticular, are normally read as reflecting or expressing social differentia-

tion. Alternatively, they can be understood as responses to the dictates

of religious conceptions and beliefs, always with a view to the social

position attained by the particular actor. lJsually, religion is not per-

ceived as an autonomous dimension, or in some circumstances even

as a motor of social differentiation. Modern histories concentrate as a

rule on technological challenges and property relationships, along with

the long-term relationships of dependency that these engender.le

It must, though, be borne in mind that at this period changes in

social organizationwere more rapid than technological advances, and

were often short-lived. So far as the archaeological evidence allows us

to judge, rituals and the religion-related manipulation of space and

(even harder to perceive) time must have been among the most effec-

tive means of communicating an enduring message and guaranteeing

the persistence of a social arrangement. What was critical was not that

a prince should receive a princely tomb, but that the person who con-

structed the "princely" tomb should be seen as the son of a prince by

his contemporaries (and by us). This perspective offers us an insight

into "lived religion." It is significant that such tombs precede palatial

houses by a span of some generations.20

Although the central concern of the first chapters of this book is

Ital¡ and especially developments in central Italy, for purposes of

comparison I must pay brief attention to developments in the Greek

world. The example of 'þrincely tombs" has once again brought us to

surmise that, in such contexts, religious communication provided the

actor with new competencies and options that could then find exPres-

sion in his social position and perhaps also in his power. Confirmation
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in the case of Greece might lie in the fact that metal objects were

manufactured for specifically religious uses, so that the use of the ob-

ject in religiory in a funerary context, for example, was primary rather

than secondary.2l In the central sanctuaries of the palace period, we

find rulers using the same objects as are used in many other settings,

thus providing us with a linkbetween such different contexts. Indeed,

after the palace culture had ended, as early as the eleventh century

we find cult sites of the palace period occasionally being reused.2z

More lavish and evolved cult practices more commonly took place in
the houses of petty chieftains, although not in specifically designated

cult spaces, and this usage aPPears to have persisted for a period after

the establishment of larger public cult settings, a development begun

in the ninth century.23 Such structured locations coincided with the

enlargement of political units, and provided a space for public cele-

brations marked not least by the communal consumption of meat'24

In some instances, no substantial settlement formed in the vicinity of
such cult sites, so that the sites did not come under the control of re-

gional outposts of power until about óoo nc.

As in ltaly, we see differentiation in the area of Greek burial prac-

tices. Here, religion offered opportunities either to create or consoli-

date social differences, or to mitigate them' Cremation spread rapidly

from the twelfth century nc onward. It became associated with burial

mounds of widely varying size, and burial goods of highly disparate

quantity and quality. But the degree of variation never reached the

proportions that we find in Etruscan-Latin burials of the same period.

Beginning about 7so r,c,there was a shift that saw the preponderance

of religious outlay going to the erection of monumental stone sanctu-

aries, initially styled after contemporary domestic structures.2s This

is seen at first in only a few locations, of which Samos is a prominent

example, but the trend spread quickly throughout the Greek and then

the Greater Greek world. It had reached Rome by the sixth century

sc.26 At about this same time, and with equal speed, we see an in-

crease in the production of large-format, often greater than life-size

votive offerings. These were for the most part fully three-dimensional
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depictions (if not portraits) in wood,27 bronze (sphyretata),28 clay, or
stone, and may have represented donors, both male and female. These

locations became sites for aristocratic self-promotion, and began to
compete with one another. In several cases, their rivalries found ex-

pression in actual competitions, such as the games at Olympia (tradi
tionally founded in 776 nc) and in Corinth.2e

If we turn our attention from the eastern to the western side of
Italy, to Sardinia, we observe the marked continuitlÉ0 of the origi-
nally Early Bronze Age Nuragic culture, with its multitude of local
stone structures, which perhaps also had ritual functions. These contin-
ued in use, but after about tooo BC, no new examples were being
built.3l The use of exotic materials distinguishes a small number of
them as projects built by elites able to obtain materials from distant
sources, but they nonetheless served at the local level as foci for
identity formation. This was associated with a particular practice.
Individuals, or groups in ritual contexts, maintained a tradition of
inserting small bronze figurines into the cracks in the walls.32 The
figures and the scenes they represented may have referred to oft-told
stories, and seeing the visible parts of the figurines would have re-
mindedviewers ofthese tales. This not onlygave assurance of a shared
narrative world but, combined with the occasional use of scenes with
reference to current events and personal motifs in a building con-
stantly renewed and under constant use, would have invested both
the structure and its location with a sense of permanence, of being
eternally there for the use of the people. Here too, religion appears
to have played its part in enabling and stabilizing a developed sense of
territoriality: it is hard to imagine that just anyone would have been
entitled to contribute his or her figurine. We do not know the content
of the stories linked to the figurines; but we can establish that clearly
recognizable deities are represented by at least a minority of the an-
thropomorphic figures.33 The stability of both the practice and the
local culture may be gauged by the fact that local development ap-
pears to have been largely unaffected by an influx of imports and the
presence of Phoenician traders or craftsmen.3a
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3. Ritual Deposits

We will return now to the subject of the "special" as exðmplified in
central Italy at the beginning of the Iron ,A.ge. In southern Latium,
some sixtykilometers south of Rome on the little riverAsturia,lie the
sites of campoverde and, a few kilometers further south and down-
stream, Satricum. The people of this area, which must surely have
constituted a political unit, had the custom of throwing ceramic ves-
sels, both miniaturized and of normal size, into pits dug into earlier
habitation levels and into the Laghetto del Monsignore, a small
spring-fed lal" rre", Campoverde. Not all shapes are found in both
sizes, but it can be demonstrated in at least some instances that ves-
sels of both sizes were manufactured at the same place and by the
same techniques.3s Although ceramics form the bulk of the surviving
finds, inhabitants of the surrounding settlements also deposited
pearls and bronze items, such as fibulae and metal figurines.36

Handmade ceramics, the dominant component of these deposits,
may well seem commonplace, but they stand for a complex technolog¡ a

nonintuitive manufacturing process, whose products are, ideall¡
used and repaired over periods of years. The use of items of pottery as

a means to communicate with actors whose presence is not beyond
dispute (to return to my earlier theme) was frequently associated
with the offering of food, which required preparation that may have
been no less complex. Garden and field produce often required pro-
cessing before it could be used in the home. The same technological
complexitywould applyto the manufacture of textiles, and, although
these do not normally appear in the archaeological evidence, spindle
whorls and other implements associated with looms and spinning are
not uncommon.3T The rare metal objects are the products of yet an-
other complex production process.

All these objects can be understood not only as items of exchange,3s
but also as representing the female or male donor, both in and beyond
the act of deposition. Longstanding familiarity prior to deposition-
many of the objects show signs of long use3e-ç¿gss the "biographies,,
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of object and donor to become intertwined. This shared history be-

stows meaning on the act of separation and the object's continuance

(although invisible) at a particular place, giving relevance to both.aO

Miniaturizations, which is to say the production of objects specifi-

cally for deposition, creates that relevance at the very moment of pro-

ductiory anticipating their later use.

Closer to Rome, and also in Latium, lies Gabii, where a collection

of huts marks a settlement that dated from the ninth century Bc at the

latest. This site, too, is one example of a widespread phenomenon that

saw cult sites moving from the outer edges of an agricultural area to

sites closer to domestic settlements. Beginning at the end of the eighth

century, one location here took on special significance as a place where

objects were regularly deposited.al No temple was erected at the loca-

tion, however, until the first half of the sixth century. The inhabitants

of Gabii again frequently used miniatures in order to communicate

with their (spiritual) counterpartsi even miniature loaves of bread

have been found.a2 The small size may indicate that the objects were

never meant to be used before being deposited in a pit; or, at the very

least, that the actors renounced any Prospect of continuing to have

them in sight, which was certainly the case at Laghetto del Monsi-

gnore. The archaeological evidence is not always clear in this regard.

In many cases, the objects must surely have been displayed in the

open air, or, later, in temple structures, then to be cleared away and

buried at lengthy intervals. Miniaturizations are in any case to be

found from the Neolithic period onward, and their use was wide-

spread in the Late Bronze and Early Iron Ages.

What aspects of life in the Earþ lron Age led to this use of specifr-

cally domestic objects as media for communication between human

actors and their not-quite-tangible counterparts, communication

that often tookplace in unusual natural sPaces such as caves, or, in the

Bronze Age, in "contaminated water" from volcanic contextsra3 and

then, increasingly, in special locations closer to settlements? Such ob-

jects presumably embodied associations with manufacture and the

risks of material faults in the manufacturing process-in firing or

weaving-as has alreadybeen mentioned, and were likewise liable to
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destruction, breakage, and loss. How did these factors contribute to
the use of such objects as media for communication with beings who
were not quite accessible by normal means? What violatiðns of every-
day experience, what "transcendences" of varying degree44 were
being addressed, memorialized here, and at the same time rendered
accessible not only to the gods, but also to the archaeologist? Or were
these direct attempts at intervention in such events? To what extent
was there a connection between these rituals and the extreme tran-
scendences that might be encountered within the limits of a particular
human life-for example famine, accident, illness, or a child's death?

These questions do not admit of answers for this period. Only centu-
ries later does a fundamental change in the form of communication
become discernible. The intensive spread ofhealing cults, made man-
ifest in the deposition of replicas of parts of the bod¡as emerges only
in the latter part of the fifth century rc, when it may be read as the
expression ofa new relationship to the body and a new concept of
self.aó

The extension of communicative activity to addressees and actors
who are not indisputably plausible in everyday terms, but are none-
theless addressed in a form of communication that signals a high
degree of relevance, is characteristic of the religion of this period
and this geographical area. Relevance is signaled by the deployment
of objects with which the religious actors are intimately associated,
whether through their use in the home and contribution to the per-
petuation of the family,aT or by the difficulty and high degree of risk
involved in their manufacture. Worth mentioning here are the few in-
cidences of animal sacrifice in the Italian Middle and Late Bronze
Age that do not accompanyburials; these typicallyinvolve dogs closely
associated with the home, or game animals whose killing involved
risþ or at least an unusual degree ofeffort.as

But religious communication is not limited to confidential conver-
sation between human initiators and their more problematically
tangible counterparts. The expansion ofactive options created by
the attribution of initiatives and influences in concrete situations to
nonhuman actors, whose involvement need not be entirely, or even at
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all, accepted by all human actors, gives rise to a form of religious ac'

tion that also changes interhuman relations, either increasing the

power and creative ability of the actor, because he is supported by

those nonhuman actors and sees himself as their instrument, or con-

signing him to passivity. We are aware of such quietism in more re-

cent religious history,ae but it leaves no archaeologically discernible

traces. Thus, while we cannot exclqde the possibility that the phe-

nomenon also existed in antiquit¡ this cannot be proven.

In both cases, religious action can also be strategic action. The reli-

gious actors perform a dual role in the situation, defining a religious

identity and at the same time entering into a dual contest: for social

prestige and for the highest degree of attention from the divine coun-

terpart. Both contests can assume an entirely paradoxical form: a de-

monstrative renunciation by the actor of his or her personal power to

dispose of things as he or she desires, or conspicuous consumption,

involving considerable expenditure of material resources.

The equating of ritual distinction with social differentiation is one

of the key concepts underlying the interpretation of early ritual prac-

tices, especially those discernible during the transition between the

Bronze and the lron Age, which are in fact seen as periods of social

and ethnic differentiation.s0 The underlying social picture is one in

which property, external and social contacts, and aesthetic and religious

practices march in step with power, status, and prestige, leading to a

unifred hierarchy. This fundamental assumption is problematic. The al-

ternative perspective is that of a heterarchy, in which the positions of

individuals can vary on different scales, so that precedence in any

particular circumstance becomes a matter of negotiation. This oPens

new, and in my estirnation more fruitful, perspectives on the evidence

that we have from antiquity.sr I would, however, like to stress that the

degree to which ritual acts of religious communication are visible on

a lasting or even a short-term basis is often slight. As a rule, we know

little about the audience. The absence of a geographical correlation

between pre- and Early Iron Age sites of religious activity and specifrc

settlements affords no grounds for assuming communal activities

that would confirm the reality of such acts of witness' We should
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accordingly be cautious regarding claims of collective activities.
These are only occasionally discernible, as, for example, in some cases

of animal sacrifice connected with collective burials.s2 Tlîis has impli-
cations. It will be difficult for "traditions" to develop if, frequentl¡
only a few people are present. Thus, while on the one hand the prac-

tice of deposition shows us that people used this method to enter into
communication with their invisible counterparts, on the other hand,

owing to a scarcity of evidence, our ability to interpret their specific
intentions and thoughts is likewise restricted.

4. Burials

Burials are among the oldest of practices that afford a tangible view of
religion, and they are also distinguished by their great variety and by
the rapid rate at which they can change, even within restricted geo-

graphical areas and brief periods of time. In Ital¡ cremation and the

deposition of ashes in urns spread from the north, beginning in the

twelfth century nc, probably under the influence of the Urnfield Cul-
ture of central and northwestern Europe.s3 The burial of urns in close

proximity to one another, in what were probably family graves, be-

came more systematic and was coordinated with settlement areas. At
the same time, there was a longstanding tradition ofinfant burials close

to or within houses. Bronze Age cave burials ceased almost entirelyrsa

although deposition at remote spring sites continued. Where they buried
their fellows was evidently not a matter of indifference to the inhabit-
ants of these settlements. In establishing a burial location, a space for
the dead, at an accessible distance, theywere also saying something
about the space devoted to a community that comprised both the
dead and the living. An established location for the one implied an

established location for the other. They thus laid claim to and demar-

cated an entire territory as theirs, as opposed to the territory of
others. Of course, this arrangement was not fundamentally new. The

same method of establishing territoriality through the placement of
cemeteries, that is to say burial sites maintained by several people

over a certain period, had already been developed at several locations
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z. Ash urn in the form of a hut, bronze with lead in the double floor; 28.5 cm high,

4o.5 cm long, 35.7 cm wide, ca. 8oo-75o nc, from the Osteria Necropolis

at vulci, Tomba della cista litica. Rome, Museo Nazionale di villa Giulia,

inv. 849oo/or. akg-images f Andrea Baguzzr'

in the world by the ninth millennium.;ss but concrete instances had

never endured for more than limited periods.

How did burials occur? The use of hut urns (fig. z) became stan-

dard from the ninth century onwardsó in many places in the area of

theVillanovan cultufe (northern Italy south of the plain of the Po), and

subsequently in Etruria and Latium. That the residents of eighth-century

Vulci, an Etruscan center and by no means a remote settlement, could

opt instead for direct cremation in a longitudinal pit (fossa)s7 indi-

cates the availability ofa spectrum of choices even in the context of

funerary "fashions." When peoPle model vessels in the form of huts

for the cremated remains (ashes and incomPletely burned remnants

of bone), we are reminded of Rhea contemPlating what was "special"

in her life, a life always threatened by imminent death, especially for a
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woman of child-bearing age. Final accommodation for the dead is de-

signed with the domestic sphere very much in mind.ss One could not

think of the dead without calling to mind that the livingishare their
fate.

Alliances of settlements based on kinship, proximity, or some broader

criteria brought into play other decisions regarding burial sites-
decisions that might either precede or follow those regarding residen-

tial alliances. In a series of locations, we see how dispersed settlements

on a tufa plateau united from the ninth century BC onwards. The de-

cision of such a larger united settlement either to use a common burial
site or to continue to maintain distinct sites, might give expression

both to the complexity of the integration process and to persistent

conflicting claims.se Competition between burial districts can be read

in entirely contrasting layouts set completely apart from settlement

areas, or in the use of settlement areas.60 \^/e see the various options

available for this form ofreligious activity exploited in Orvieto, where

a necropolis was laid out in the mid-sixth century on a systematic

plan of parallel streets, the same pattern chosen in Cerveteri in about

S3o Bc (fig. ¡) while settlements in Marzabotto did not adopt such a

layout until the end of that century.ól

Flowever, it is not local circumstances alone that are articulated by
the way forebears or children are buried. Grave goods point to inten-

sive trans-Mediterranean exchange during the so -called Orientalizing

Period, from the late eighth through the mid-seventh century Bc. This

is evidence oftrading contacts extending as far as Spain, and also pre-

supposes close collaboration and intensive learning on the part of
craftsmen, as well as a transregional orientation on the part of indige-

nous elites who were in communication with incoming colonial

elites. In the field of religion too, interaction was at play, and not mere

reception.ó2

As I have suggested above, an element of instability is introduced

to ritual traditions when there is a high degree of variation between

locations63 and, in the case of more densely spaced burials, within the

same location. In Pontecagnano, situated north of the Sele in Campa-

nia, repeated attempts were made to regulate burial practices between
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perspective have long been a universal practice. The concept of reli-

gion developed at the beginning of this chapter, which places empha-

sis on the risþ even the possibility of failure, involved inieligious ac-

tion, makes such a scenario less likely, and this is supported by the

archaeological evidence. Skepticism is called for in the face of the wide-

spread assumption that any particular burial practice was common to

all members of a societyt and thus sufices as a comprehensive docu-

mentation of that society in so far as its cemeteries are concerned:ós a

comparison of settlement sizes on the one hand with documented

burials on the other suggests that, here too, we see a range of par-

ticular classes and individuals who opted for or against an invest-

ment that exceeded the strictly necessary level, and for or against

the corresponding visible practices. Even social Pressures need not

be homogeneous.

The concept of religion that we outlined at the outset requires that

burial practices be included in the category of religion. In outward

appearance., these practices seem to consist in methods of subterra-

nean deposition, and it would seem that their aim was to establish or

further a relationship with actors who were no longer indisputably

plausible. Once again, we must remember that it remains unclear

what precise ontological view of the status of these actors was associ-

ated with the practices in question. Some participants may have had

concerns for the "caÍe" of the dead or for their "survival after deatþ"

but such metaphors cannot be deemed adequate to explain fullywhat
was going on. Our purpose, however, is not to ascertain what concep-

tions were current regarding the actors at the other side of the situa-

tion, the dead, but rather to explore the actions, identity, and means of
communication of those actors indisputablypresent within the situa-

tion: that is, the living. Where direct sources are lacking, we must

turn to historical and ethnographical comparison, while avoiding the

pitfall of confounding the evidence with modern practices that, though

they may coexist within the same space that contains the ancient, the

Judeo-Christian, and the Islamic, are nonetheless products of a mark-

edly different technological environment, one that also bears the

stamp ofrationalism.
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The main problem after a death may well have resided in the neces-

sity to redefine and reshape social relationships, sometimes to a radical

extent.6ó The more central the deceased was to the internal organiza-

tion of the family group and its external relations, the more urgently

this problem posed itself to the people of the Early Iron Age (and far

beyond). The death of a small child or an aged parent (4o or 5o+ years

old) may have been emotionally harrowing. From the perspective of

its significance for relationships, however, the death of an important

person such as a mother or father would have had more consequences

for the family group. The fathert death turned wives into widows and

children into partial orphans, or full orphans if, as is probable, the

mother had died in her final childbed. A son would then become the

"head of the family." More radical still for members of the wider settle-

ment group, the death of such a significant figure may have entailed a

loss of prestige, influence, proPerty, or shares in income. The contin-

ued presence of the deceased might avert these threats, if his contin-

ued relevance was thereby rendered plausible. An individual enjoying

intimate communication with the deceased could then, conceivably,

lay claim to the respect, authority, and property that had belonged to

that deceased, could see to it that these were transferred to himself as

the deceased's intimate, and then could instill this new status into the

memory of the wider groupr and perhaps monopolize it.ó7

The corpse per se can play only a very briefrole in such interactions,

unless the technically complex and costly option of mummiflcation is

employed. But individual body parts can be preserved more easily,

whether by desiccation (as shrunken heads in western South Amer-

ica) or skeletonization. In some cases the loss of soft tissues-by crema-

tion, by a temporary so-called primary burial,ó8 or by exposure in

the open air-might even be reversed by subsequent remodeling, of

the skull for example. Sustained and substantial manipulation of

parts of the corpse, such as the skull, is widely attested in the eastern-

Mediterranean Neolithic.óe Bypossessing the ancestors, and keeping

them to hand in one's own house or on one's own land, communication

with them might be controlled and even, again, monopolized. This

circumstance might persist for generations or it might end after a few
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years or even months, with perhaps a secondary and final burial.
Burial of the entire corpse within the shortest possible time predomi-
nated in Italyin the first millennium nc. Afewhours or dãys of "lying
in" apparently obviated the need for longer-term communication with
the body parts of the deceased. Only a few instances of secondary
burial are to be found in Late Bronze Age burial sites; these suggest a
more prolonged use ofbones,T0 andwould signal dramatic differences
in the way some families managed their public dealings with their
dead. Such dramatic differences maybe due to the fact that some, per-
haps many individuals were already reluctant to employ conspicuous
burial and continued care ofthe burial site, preferring instead to se-

cure the continuing relevance of deceased family members for com-
munication within the local community, or as a means of asserting
their own identity as members of a family. These differences, and also

the rapid rate of change in ways of dealing with the dead-now full
inhumation, now cremation, now deposition in an urn, nowburial of
the remains of the funeralpyre, or the burning ofbodies in a pit grave-
have led to the surmise that it was not a question of giving ritual and
material expression to conceptions of the "being," the ontology of the
deceased; but rather, that these varying practices reflect highly
uncertain conceptions of death, notions that were always subject to
revision.

What is there to say about these conceptions, these assumptions
that are made over and over again in various situations, though per-
haps only implicitly? Those who introduced "relics" of their deceased

forebears or family members as relevant objects into their actions and
communications may have been trying to reference the individual's
status within the family or the locality, or perhaps to summon some-
thing of his or her personal qualities. Primary and secondary burials
in our own da¡ however, only rarely allow us to draw conclusions as

to prior perceptions ofthe deceased. They provide no basis for gener-
alizations. The notion that the contents of a solitary burial are meant
to individualize the deceased runs up against the fact that grave con-
tents are often of a rather generic, conventional nature. Moreover,
grave markers may be absent or they may fail to include a portrait of
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the deceased. Grave goods were in any case rare in the Italian Late

Bronze Age. Where they later became more frequent, the question

remained open as to how far generic-seeming objects should be as-

sociated with this specifrc buried person, perhaps as personal equip-

ment or because the individual made them. While the cremation

and subsequent collection and deposition of cremated remains in

urns permitted a brief though intensive manipulation of the corPse

between the gathering up of the ashes and the burial of the bones

(and that p"riod may have lasted longer in individual cases), that

same process then removed the remains once and for all from fur-

ther dealings, and from any possibility of being presented in its ear-

lier likeness. Here we may speculate about conceptions' Was it

thought that the highly distinctive and conspicuous act of crema-

tion allowed the individual to become one with the ancestors? Was

there an ontological transition in pla¡ one that was further refer-

enced by the frequent use of miniaturizations, which are especially

common in cremation burials?7l From this stage of the ritual pro-

cess onward, communication with these actors, whose Presence was

now less than certain, would then take on the same form as commu-

nication with "gods."

we can in fact even observe this in the case of particular individu-

als. L. Velchaina from Caere used the same objects to communicate

visiblywith gods at cult sites as he did to communicate at graves with

the dead.72 We owe this information to the fact that, in both cases, by

inscribing the objects, he made it clear to posterity that it was he

who had entered into communication in this way, and he who had

something important to say. That this was important to him and to

others is indicated by the selection of the objects, but what exactly

that importance consisted in still eludes us. The items of crockery and

the spindle whorls we have already mentioned are to be found both

in graves and in other deposits; replicas of amphoras or of other

objects represent risky production processes, which gives added

weight to their link with the donor's Person. These "exclamation

marks," these references to the actor, are characteristic of religious

communications: that is, with the process of making a connection

between the living and the dead, in the same way as in communica-

tion with other actors whose Presence is less than certain. '

5. Gods, Images, and Banquets

It is in the miniaturization of grave goods that we frnd a parallel be-

tween these objects and other means of relating to nonhuman agents

who were not one's own ancestors but rather'gods." Without images

and dedicated sites, clearþ distinguishable representations or symbols,

reliable texts or established teachings, the differentiation and personal-

ization of these actors is both difficult and uncertain. The naming-

practices of a later period are accessible to us in written form in both

Etruscan and Roman sources, and these make it clear that there were

groupings of gods called by the same name and variations between sin-

gular and plural forms of names. The gender of these actors is not con-

stant; their relationships to one another are also unstable, expressed in

adjectival or genitival formsrT3 Turms of Hades (turmí øitøí); Thesan of

Tin (ïesan tiní)iLasa, Acolyte of the Demiu tge (lasø achunønu)la

On phonological and semantic grounds, however, it is certain that

the names of gods and goddesses had already stabilized within lan-

guage groups by the Bronze Age, prior to renewed contacts in the

Iron Age, and that these names were in widespread use. Examples of

such ancient names from the Etruscan are Menerva, Uni (Italic), Net-

huns, Suri, Tinia, and Turan.Ts As they were regularþ used in religious

communication during the Bronze and Earþ Iron Age, they came

into use in interpersonal communications as well and thus achieved

both currency and stability. "Come, Tinia," "Menerva has appeared,"

"Sacriflce to Veiver" "Usil has comer" "dedicated to Maris." With such

afi artay of possible invocations, affi.rmations of presence, petitions

for intercession, and calls to worship, it would seem that participants

had freedom to choose whatever mode of address they thought best

suited the occasion or would best meet their needs, and then pass

these along to others for their own use. For all its instabilit¡ what
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we have here is a cultural apparatus that both delimits individual reli-
gious behavior and lends credibility to religious communication,
while at the same time depending on individual acts of appropria-

tion.76 There was by no means a structured 'þantheory" but a shared

knowledge base came into being that could be expanded by incomers,

especially if they brought compelling religious elements into the con-

versation. The names of Menervø,Juno, and Nethuns reached Veii by
this route. They arrived in both Greek and Latin forms, and then took
root, acquiring their own cult sites.77

Imøges

As far as we know, large-format images play no role in Italy before the

óth century nc. We know of anthropomorphic faces in ceramics as

earþ as the Early Neolithic, especially on vessels not intended for
daily use. Images of people were clearly quite special.Ts In the ltalian
Bronze Age too, people made images of people. These took the form
of urns fashioned anthropomorphically, depicting facial characteris-

tics in particular; later, sculptors and ceramicists began to decorate

bronze and clay vessels with small-scale reliefs depicting human or
animal figures (frg. +)l'gDespite a predilection for such images at vari-
ous locations (and often only at defined periods), the impetus for life-
sized representations appears to have come from outside: perhaps

reaching such places as Cerveteri from the region ofSyria in the first
half of the seventh century.so The adoption process was surely a com-

plex one, for life-size objects could not have been transported. It must
instead have been ideas, concepts of representation, and schemes of
design that made the necessary journey over thousands of kilometers.

Traveling craftsmen were no doubt crucial, as were patrons interested

in the new and unusual, especially if it might add to their prestige. We

have legends, recorded in the first centuries nc and AD, to the effect

that Demaratus, father of the Roman king Tarquinius Priscus, fled
from Corinth and brought Corinthian craftsmen with him to Tar-

quinia.8l If the seated pair of tomb occupants depicted in the Tomba

delle Statue at Ceri near Cerveteri (fig. 5) is representative of this
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4. Benvenuti situla, detail with animals and returning warriors. Bronze, embossed and
engraved.; 25.5 cm high, 25.5 cm diam. at the moutþ ca. 600 Bc, from Este, Villa Benvenuti,

tornb rz6. Este, Museo Nazionale Atestino, inv. 4667. akg_images / Cameraphoto.

process, then the translation was not merely a matter of reinterpreting
sculptures of royals as funerary sculpture: what was a Syrian 

"*pr"r_sion of hegemonic power had to be recast in a plausibly Etruscan
guise. The notion of projecting one,s status and perhaps power by
means ofmonumental architecture provided the needed context.s2In
Etruria this began in the field of funerary structures, for there were
ancient precedents in the form of tumøll (massive funerary mounds)
to serve as models.

The willingness of rich Etruscans to risk such far-reaching experi-
ments indicates how attractive this mode of portraying those who
were geographically absent or no longer among the living must have
been. It reveals perhaps a certain common feeling between these Etrus-
can actors and the Greek patrons who, at about this same time, and
after a period largely lacking in representational images,s3 began to
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5. Stone figures, underlife size, from the Tomba del1e Statue, CerveterifCaere,Too-65o

nc. Drawing by Giovanni Colonna, reproduced with her kind permission.

commission the life-sized and over-life-sized l(orai and Kouroi. Many

visitors to the cult site at Lavinium, from the mid-sixth century on-

ward, had themselves portrayed in the form of clay statues; but the

practice was still far more widespread in Latium.sa This was certainly

a genre with a great deal of appeal, for there is evidence that it Pene-
trated the Celtic world north of the Alps. The life-sized terracotta flgure

from the Glauberg in Hesse, adorned with its crown of leaves, probably

also dates from the óth centuryBC.ss (Andhere againwe are reminded

that, thanks to the passes that traverse them, the Alps were not the

hindrance to communication that one might imagine.) It was proba-

bly thanks to their knowledge of large-scale Greek sculptures that the

Etruscan elites not only produced their first monumental domestic

architecture, but also surmounted these houses with statues of their

ancestors. The palace at Murlo (flg. ø) was one of the earliest large
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ó. Palace of Murlo/Pioggio civitate, reconstruction.h/ith statues on the roof. Tth/6th
century nc. Drawing by Giovanni colonna, reproduced with her kind permission.

private buildings to be adorned in this way. Its owners perhaps used
its inner courtyard in the same way that later Roman senators used
atria: for rituals and communication with the gods.8ó But to interpret
the whole structure as a cult venue would not be justified.sT The min-
iature houses and urns in the form of huts were also provided with
such images.88 It was not until this time that we begin also to find
statues of gods on the roofs of buildings that can be interpreted as
temples, and only sometime later that such statues were placed inside
temples as cult images.

Temples and Religious Differentiøtion

In ever more densely populated settlements, inhabitants now lived in
close daily contact with one another. Religious activity, too, moved
from the edges of the ter¡itory into the center, and, by the seventh
century BC, some individuals had introduced into urban spaces the
form of religious messaging that in this period spoke the loudest,
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namely performance at monuments. By the sixth century nc, they

had erected freestanding temples in central ltaly.se If their intent in

making such investments was strategic, then they certainly succeeded

in stealing a distinct march on their competitors, whether it was a

case of rivalry between individuals and families in the same town, or

between towns. But such initiatives also established standards of reli-

gious practice. Through their choice of dedications, they determined

which godwould nowbe most accessible to people, and theyimposed

the ritual forms that best suited the unusual elevated, stage-like archi-

tecture of the temple with its frontal orientation and strong circuit

walls.eO Presumably familiar with Greek temple structures, either di-

rectly or indirectly, the residents of Francavilla Marittima in calabria

had alreadybuilt their frrst verifiable temple in the earþ seventh cen-

tury BC, out ofwood initiall¡ and then later in stone'er

By the sixth century nc, isolated monumental structures no longer

held sway. Settlements with their carefully laid out streets and stone

buildings were coalescing into what could without reservation be

called cities, whether Tarquinifz or Rome. As we have already seen,

there had previouslybeen a dearth of architecturally designed central

spaces for religious communication, with the exception of leveled-off

areas at tomb entrances and similar but much larger leveled areas on

burial mounds.e3 At the latter locations, the principal individual ac-

tors would probablyhave been chosen on the basis of family status, or

because they had attained status by assuming religious responsibili-

ties. The city lacked not only the spatial infrastructure of religion, but

also the human infrastructure. There was no permanent force of reli-

gious actors, nothing like a hierarchy of priests. Religious activitywas

situation-based, even though it involved considerable repetition. Priest-

like frgures arose now and then, but there was little continuity. In

Etruria in the Early Iron Age and Archaic Period, local magnates

drew on the sacred symbolism of the eastern Mediterranean monar-

chies by, for example, adopting sphinxes in their imager¡ea but any

efforts they may have made to establish a permanent religious author-

ity were rare and shortlived. Such initiatives might become visible to

contemporaries when, in real situations or in imagery, systematic use
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7. Lituus,bronze; 3ó.5 X 2.5 cm from a chamber tomb at Caere. Rome,

Museo Nazionale di Villa Giulia. akg-images.

was made of a lituus, the bent staff of a
priest (fig.. Z 8), instead ofan axe point-
ing to the power of a magistrate. Was the
lituus asymbol of priesthood? The axe?

Revealingly, we first see experimenta-

tion with such symbols in the context 
8'Denariusof PomponiusMolo'

Numa with liføøs on obverse, 97 Bc.
of burials, and only later in iconography photo: Ctassical Numismaric

outside of necropolises.es Group (cc-BY-sA z'5)'

In sixth- and fifth-century Rome too,
there were claims to religious authority. These were raised on various
grounds and, again, only occasionally. As we shall see, there was no
conception of stable priestly roles, nothing like a coordinated hierar-
chy.eó But where was the basis for a sustained, overarching system of
religious authority to be found? Communication by individuals with
their own ancestors was certainly significant, but merely at the local
level; it would have been of marginal relevance in the context of in-
creasingly fortified and complex cities. As for the Latin tombs, some
were indeed so sumptuous that we can call them 'þrincely," but we do
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not know whether they, let alone their opulent contents, even re-

mained visible after what must have been equally opulent funerary

ceremonies.9T

We know neither the extent nor the visibility of another social

practice of this period. The consumption of wine, which began in the

ninth century, developed during the "Orientalizing Period," into a

banquet culture, with goblets and pitchers finding their way to cult

sites and into tombs.es The enjoyment of wine remained a luxury ac-

tivit¡ its regular use being confrned to wealthy households' In the fol-

lowing p".iod, it became associated with Dionysian imagery'ee This

may have been an ancient legacy, or perhaps an attempt to give legiti-

macy to a criticized lifestyle by giving it a religious patina' In any

event, prominent depictions of banquets were avoided in Latium

from the frfth century onward' In Veii and even Anagni, on the other

hand, there were manywho found frt to draw attention to their attach-

ment to the culture of wine by displaying banqueting paraphernalia in

cult sanctuaries.loo At least when it comes to Latium, however, we

may dismiss the notion that this particular brand of religious activity

supported the establishment of sustained religious roles and forms of

autÀority. It can be assumed, however, that drinkers (and in Latium

this included females) continued undaunted to pursue this cultural

ritual, which was surely conducive to the maintenance of their social

networks.

Italian religion also deviated from the pattern set in the ancient

Orient, in that it did not produce a religious literature; this although

writing had been adopted, further developed, and disseminated by

the second half of the eighth century. This was not due to any restric-

tions on written scholarship. More likely the literate and priestly

Etruscø disciplinøsimply came late, as a reaction to Roman expansion

rather than an original mark of a revealed religion. But that will be the

subject ofa later chaPter'roi

III
Religious Infrastructure

THE SEVENTH TO THE FIFTH
CENTURIES BC

r. Houses for Gods

The settlement identified todaywith Satricum sits on a spur of a steep

escarpment a good hundred meters to the west of the little river As-
tura, some fifteen meters above its bank and downstream from Cam-
poverde (which featured in the previous chapter).l In the late ninth
century BC, several small groups, probably families, came together at

this spot and built huts around a small body of water formed by a

spring. Within a hundred years, communal life had stabilized so that
closer attention was paid to the position of the huts relative to one

another, and common areas and access ways had been reserved and

gradually paved. By the second half of the seventh centur¡ the huts
were not only of differing sizes, but now also had walls of wattle and

plaster and were roofed with tiles.

The dead were buried in the near vicinity, andthose who wished to
converse with invisible named actors presumably also went to near-

by locations. These remain unknown to us, but they were probably
not as remote as Laghetto del Monsignore. A new possibility arose at

some time around óoo nc. Over what was probably a rather long pe-

riod of time, objects had been finding their way into a pit within the

5S
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